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Three wide through the turn and stopped. with too much to do. CATALINA CRUISER settled saving ground, moved up to make a mild bid, got through but flattened in the drive. MATERA SKY chased wilted in the final furlong and gave way. HOG CREEK HUSTLE broke awkwardly, lagged well back, angled out entering the stretch, finished well but was left with too much to do. CATALINA CRUISE settled saving ground, moved up to make a mild bid, got through but flattened in the drive. MATERA SKY chased three wide through the turn and stopped.

Footnotes

MITOLE broke sharp, settled off of the pace in hand, tipped out and tracked three deep, commenced his bid leaving the turn, took dead aim on the leader with three-sixteenths to run, was full bore a furlong out, reeled in SHANCELOT and drew clear. SHANCELOT sprinted clear to set a cracking pace along the inside, fought on well but was unable to resist the winner. WHITEMORE came away a step slow, was unhurried into stride, responded when roused with three furlongs to run, circled five wide into the stretch and finished willingly for the show spot. ENGAGE was hustled along three deep in mid pack, came four wide, split horses and improved position. FIRENZE FIRE attended the pace along the inside, shifted out and loomed a danger entering the stretch, but wilted in the final furlong and gave way. HOG CREEK HUSTLE broke awkwardly, lagged well back, angled out entering the stretch, finished well but was left with too much to do. CATALINA CRUISER settled saving ground, moved up to make a mild bid, got through but flattened in the drive. MATERA SKY chased three wide through the turn and stopped.

Denotes a Keeneland Sales Graduate